Newbie Fast Path 2 Cash
This report comes with full distribution rights. You
may pass this on to as many people as you wish to
who you feel will benefit from this information. You
may give it to friends & family, give it away on your
website, send to your email list or anything that you
wish to do providing the information is not changed.

I understand that some people make their money off
lawsuits, so I would like to make a little disclaimer
yet.
It is my intention to be as accurate in fact, detail as
possible. However, I peter Osigbe & any of my
companies cannot be held responsible for any error in
detail, accuracy or judgement whatsoever. This book
is made available for you on this understanding.
The author does not guarantee any earnings, you may
earn as much as you want depending on the effort
you put in or you may earn nothing
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What You Will Get in This Ebook
Number 1 Free Method To Get Paid Online
Get Paid Online Doing Surveys
There’s a lot of Scam online, I Show You The True
Legitimate ones

Affilliate Marketing
The Ins & Out of Affilliate Marketing
3 Top Sites You Must Register at So You Don’t End Up
Chasing Your Tail
How To Promote Using Article Method , again you can
do this Free
Free Method 11, Using Forums to Promote at no Cost
Social Media Promotion (This is Big)
Facebook
Myspace
Bebo
& Many More Social Networking Nuggets
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Google Adsense
How To Get Paid with Google
Blogs
Incorporating Them Into Your Marketing So You get
Paid Big Time
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Make Money Online Without Spending A Dime

You can make money online without spending any of your
Own money. If I was starting all over & I had to make money
online without spending a single penny, this is what I would
do.
There are three simple things anyone can do providing you
know how to use Microsoft word & have an email address.
Fill out Company Surveys
Become an Online Affilliate
Google Adsense.

Paid Surveys
The good news is that you can now get paid for your opinions
and it does not require hardwork and skill. All it requires is
that you have an email address & you can type.
Why Do I Get Paid to Fill Out Surveys
Many Companies spend alot of money on big media
advertising without knowing what their customers want.
Companies paying to fill out surveys is just a way of paying
you to help them do their market research
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This is the number 1 site that I will recommend for paid
surveys, its called Cashkrate. Click here to register for a free
account. It is totally free to Sign up & they will hook you up
with lots of companies that want to pay you for your opinion
everytime you fill out a survey.
Paid surveys are perfect for stay at home moms & students,
in this recessionary times, practically anyone can start
making a few hundred dollars a week. You might have lost
your job, or are not able to work because of illness, I don’t
know your situation, but I know that a few of these work at
home gems in this report can help you make a few hundred
dollars a week and maybe thousands a month.
I think this is all the information, you will need on getting
paid to fill out online surveys. However, If you need more
information for whatever reason, simply head to my
favourite search engine, google.
Type in ‘’Paid Surveys’’ with the quote, you will have more
than enough information to make your decision & start
profiting.

Benefits of CashCrate
Sign up for free, No strings attached
Complete al types of offers, free offers, paid offers, Cashback
offers
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At the moment, the minimum payout is $20 & you get paid
every month like Clock work.
Disadvantages
Sometimes you have to wait for the company to confirm with
Cashcrate that you have completed your offer.
You are required to input in your mobile phone number for
some offers & you get lots of text.

FAQS About CashCrate & Other Reliable Online Paid Surveys
IS Cashcrate or Online Survey a Scam?
Companies like Nike, Toyota , Blockbuster, Warner, Disney
and many more are the one paying you to perform this
market research for them. These are million dollar
companies and some of them in the billions. I am sure they
wouldn’t want to cheat you out of a few Dollars. Therefore
Cashcrate has never missed a payment to me, they pay me as
long as the company confirms to them that I have completed
my survey.
I can also see my stats at all times, my current earnings & my
pending earnings.
Do I have to Put in alot of Work or Time?
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It takes me a few minutes to fill out several surveys.Obviously
some may take longer because the payouts on each survey
differ.
Is my personal Information Safe?
I have never had any issue with my personal information
being compromised. You can set up a separate email address
just for your paid survey business so that you don’t mix
survey emails with personal ones, just use google mail or
yahoo, free to set up.
For credit card offers, you can use gift cards, nowadays there
are also prepaid credit cards
Will I Make any Money?
Definitely, as long as you complete a handful of surveys.
Unfortunately you don’t get paid till the end of the month. At
the moment I think it’s every 1st day of the month.
You have nothing to lose, Just Sign up here Now

Affilliate Marketing
Another way to making money online without spending a
dime online is by becoming an affiliate. Most affiliate
merchants allow you to sign up to their website for free &
they generally pay at least 50% for every customer you send
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them straight to your paypal account or mail a cheque to
your address.
To better help you understand what the affiliate business is, I
will tell you what affiliate marketing is in my own words.
Affiliate marketing is the promotion of product(s) by a third
party in exchange for the cut of the sale or action taken by a
customer.
There are several affiliate merchant sites you can join on the
internet totally free of charge.
www.clickbank.com
www.paydotcom.com
www.cj.com

Once you have signed up at this site you will be given a
website link which will look something like this :
http://2dayoffer.newbiecash.hop.clickbank.net/ for
clickbank
https://paydotcom.com/r/78643/specaloffer/23716120/ for
paydot com. If you copy and paste any of these URL’s into
your browser, you will find out that they will open into a
sales page and as an affiliate I am credited with anybody who
buys through this link. In my experience Clickbank &
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paydotcom are reputable companies who track your
commissions properly & always pay on time.
You get the point, you can make this long URL you are given
look abit better by shortening it for free at www.tinyurl.com
or www.linkbee.com.
For the sake of simplicity, I suggest you focus on using
Clickbank & paydotcom because they only sell digital
products & your referrals can get their products immediately
after they have made a payments.

You are not only limited to Clickbank & paydotcom, many top
marketers also run their own independent affiliate programs
outside of Clickbank & Paydotcom.
However I want you to be careful & make sure you are
dealing with a reputable merchant. You don’t want problems
of not receiving payment or worse your customers not
receiving products which they paid for.
One marketer who I can personally vouch for and I am a
member of his affiliate program is Russell Brunson. He even
has a Two tiered affiliate system , what this mean is that you
can refer people to become affiliate & also get paid on their
efforts.
If you would like to get paid for showing people how to make
money during this recessionary period, sign up here.
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Well, that’s it on the basics of affiliate marketing, now its
time to show you the lifeblood of online marketing which is
getting free traffic to your online offers.
Getting Traffic to Your Online Offers
There are several ways to get people to visit your online
website, offers and blogs. There are paid methods and free
methods, in this guide we are only going to talk about the
free methods since this is what I promised in the guide.
Traffic (getting visitors to your blog or website) is the
lifeblood of any online business. If people can’t find you
online & don’t see any of your offers, you don’t make money
period.
FORUMS
The number one free method I am going to talk about is
Forum marketing. In my case am in the make money online,
Business opportunity, Internet marketing niche so I know
what forums I will be involved in. If you are in this same niche
or planning to get involved, these are my top 3 best forum .
www.warriorforum.com
www.conqueryourniche.com
www.marketingdotcom.com
If you want to make money on other subjects like gardening
or something like that, simply go to my best friend google
and they will help you. So this is what you , you visit
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